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“Interstate 5 North Coast Corridor Project” 

July 13, 2011 

Dear Transportation Board Members, 

CNFF and SOFAR are deeply disturbed that Caltrans has selected its Locally Preferred Alternative for the 
I-5 Corridor Project and that SANDAG appears poised to lend its support to this disastrous project.  At the 
same time, SANDAG has just released its 2050 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities 
Strategy (RTP/SCS).  The SCS/RTP purports to be “focused” on transit and would help the region achieve 
its vision of sustainability:  

The vision for our region’s future has evolved, changing from one that pictured steady expansion to the 
east, to one that placed a greater value on protecting open space, to one that now focuses on a 
compact urban core where more people live and use fewer resources. Local governments have been 
working toward this vision for decades. (SANDAG Draft 2050 Regional Transportation Plan p. 1-2) 

How can SANDAG reconcile its vision from the 2050 RTP/SCS with its position on the single largest 
highway widening project in San Diego’s recent history?  If SANDAG lends it support to the I-5 project, it 
will make a mockery of the RTP/SCS. 

The I-5 Freeway has been the subject of intense controversy and debate.  In light of the massive public 
outcry, public support for investing in transit over freeways, and the need to change our “business as 
usual” approach to resource and transportation planning, we remain convinced that this Project takes 
our region’s transportation network in exactly the wrong direction.  Caltrans only studied two 
alternatives in its Draft Environmental Impact Report/Statement (DEIR/S):  a 10 + 2 alternative and an 
8+2 alternative.   The fact that Caltrans selected the smaller of the two alternatives does very little to 
reduce the Project’s extensive environmental impacts.   The 8+2 alternative still results in an 
unacceptable increase in freeway capacity.   

We hear the same refrain of “balance” and “multimodal” but in San Diego, these are simply euphemisms 
for building freeways.  By dedicating two lanes as HOV/Managed, Caltrans and SANDAG assert that the 
project will provide 1) a “balanced transportation system,” 2) “new solutions for the future,” and 3) 
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enhance the “quality of life within and throughout the North Coast Corridor.” However, these so-called 
benefits fly in the face of the mountain of evidence that refutes the benefits of the highway first approach. 
For example, it is well documented that increases in highway capacity will undermine any efforts made to 
improve public transit and public transit ridership.  

Increasing highway capacity while the region is trying to grow its transit mode share is an inherently 
flawed approach to regional transportation mobility.  Increases in highway infrastructure undercut 
transit ridership.  Traffic congestion provides a significant incentive to seek alternative modes of 
transportation.  High-quality public transportation tends to attract travelers who might otherwise drive.  
Once highways are widened, however, traffic congestion eases, travel speeds increase (at least for some 
period of time), and travelers again begin to drive.   Moreover, if transit ridership continues to decline 
(because travelers are taking advantage of freed-up capacity on freeway lanes), regional transportation 
agencies earmark even less funding to transit systems and transit service.  With less funding, transit 
agencies cut, or eliminate altogether, routes and transit headways, which in turn reduces transit 
ridership further. Consequently, the I-5 project is not a “new solution” and will not result in a “balanced 
transportation system.”  

The SANDAG agenda identifies four objectives for the I-5 Project.  These objectives are to: (1) develop 
options that maintain or improve travel times; (2) protect and enhance the environment and coastal 
communities; (3) build transportation flexibility for the future; and (4) identify the best value.  These 
objectives will not be achieved by adding lanes, no matter how many, to I-5.  Investing in transit is the 
only alternative that will achieve these objectives.   

Widening I-5 is simply not necessary to accommodate future growth in the region.  As a report prepared 
by Smart Mobility Inc. explains, the I-5 DEIR/S substantially overestimates the need for the project since 
Caltrans assumes that I-5 traffic volumes will increase at about twice the rate forecasted in SANDAG’s 
2007 RTP1.  Furthermore, traffic volumes in San Diego County, as in the rest of the U.S., have been flat to 
slightly declining since 2005. Total interstate vehicle miles traveled in San Diego County were 3.3 percent 
lower in 2007 than in 20062 and were also lower still in 2008 (the last year for which data are available).  
 
Moreover, SANDAG has substantially understated the potential for transit to succeed in the region. A 
critique of SANDAG’s transportation modeling shows that SANDAG underestimated the increase in transit  
ridership in 2050 because it incorrectly assumed that only low income residents would ride transit, 
regardless of the quality of transit service3. Clearly, as is evident in other metropolitan areas such as the 
San Francisco Bay Area, middle and higher income residents ride transit, especially high quality transit.  
Given Caltrans’ faulty traffic projections and SANDAG’s incorrect transit ridership assumptions, it simply 
makes no sense to widen this freeway now, prior to gauging the effect that a fully integrated transit 
system along the I-5 corridor would have in achieving transit ridership.  Additionally, given the severe 
budgetary constraints at the federal, state, and local level, it is irresponsible to spend $3.5 billion on 
freeway expansion before conducting a transit study to determine whether the expansion is even needed. 
 

                                                           
1
 CNFF Comments: Review of Interstate 5 North Coast Project, November, 2010: 

http://www.transitsandiego.org/transitsandiego/pdf/EIR_Comments_I5_Widening.pdf_ 
2
Caltrans, 2006,  2007 and 2008 California Public Road Data  Statistical Information derived from the Highway Performance 

Monitoring System (HPMS): Daily Vehicle Miles of Travel. For Interstate system in San Diego County 2006: 27,669,000, 2007: 26,736, 
510,  2008:  26,517,790. 
3
 CNFF Comments re: Land Use Modeling Practice and Trends, March 9, 2011:  

http://www.transitsandiego.org/transitsandiego/pdf/SOFAR 
CNFF Comment Letter Transportation and Land Use Modeling.pdf  



 

 

 The region has given Caltrans and SANDAG’s highway-oriented approach to transportation a fair chance. 
Quite frankly, it doesn’t work.  Caltrans never even bothered to consider any non-freeway widening 
alternatives in its I-5 DEIR/S.  Wouldn’t an appropriate first step be to demand that Caltrans at least 
study an I-5 corridor alternative that assumes only increases in transit capacity rather than any freeway 
widening? How will we know if no one bothers to study this environmentally sustainable approach? 

Looking back over the last fifty years, it is evident that building freeways has done nothing to solve the 
region’s traffic congestion problems.  Instead, such construction has resulted in a society that is overly 
dependent on automobiles.  This automobile dependence has resulted, in turn, in a broad array of 
impacts, including sprawling development, loss of agricultural and open space lands, major contributions 
to global climate change, and some of the worst air pollution in the country.  In addition, our automobile 
dependence has hit our region’s low-income community particularly hard given the high costs of driving.   

Moreover, the “transit first” idea is solidly backed by the San Diego public, 73% of likely voters said they 
would prefer transit over more freeway development4. And to confirm this popular support of transit 
first, the San Diego City Council just adopted a “transit first” resolution5.  

In conclusion, please reconsider the failed highway-first approach for the I-5 corridor; instead study a 
transit-first solution.  Do we really want our “Gateway to San Diego” to be a massive freeway?  Wouldn’t 
we be better served by welcoming our visitors with an enhanced transit corridor down our stunning 
coastline?  Our vision for the 21st century should not include a “Wasteway to San Diego.”  

Sincerely, 

 

Duncan McFetridge 

Save Our Forest and Ranchlands (SOFAR) 
Duncan McFetridge, President  

Cleveland National Forest Foundation (CNFF)  
Duncan McFetridge, Ex Officio 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4
 http://www.transitsandiego.org/transitsandiego/pdf/San_Diego_Transit_Preference_Survey.pdf  

5
 http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/2011/jun/27/sd-council-sends-transit-first-message-sandag/    

http://www.transitsandiego.org/transitsandiego/pdf/San_Diego_Transit_Preference_Survey.pdf
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/2011/jun/27/sd-council-sends-transit-first-message-sandag/


 

 

  


